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paul heaton is a singer/songwriter who plays rhythm guitar and sings lead vocals. he was in the housemartins from 1987 until the band split
up in 1988 and is best known as a songwriter for the beautiful south. in 1989, heaton became manager of the then-unknown northern irish
pop band i blame coco, after their guitar player left unexpectedly. he convinced them to change their name to the beautiful south and gave

them some impressive instrumentals, but had difficulty writing lyrics for the group. in 1990 he released the album signals from the big
bands, which featured the first hot press festival appearance by the huggo wedgo bass player declan macmanus. [15] the album produced
the us top 40 single "straight away", which peaked at number 47 in the uk. his subsequent albums (including 1995's don't find yourself too
hard) were largely collaborations with fellow songwriter kathryn williams, as well as a small number of vocals from jacqui abbott, a former

member of the band m people. after his song "what's the matter with you baby" became a hit for the irish band the frames in 1999, he
returned to top 40 popularity in the uk with "i don't want to go on with me life", from the album how will i know, a collection of songs which

examined the meaning of life, love and fame. (his radio interviews on the topic, in particular in 2002, gained him a lot of attention, but
perhaps earned him a lot of friends along the way. in 2005, he guest-performed "i don't want to go on with me life" as part of the eurovision
tribute the beautiful south: eurovision in concert.) [16] in 2005, he released the one-man album the boy from nunhead, a collection of songs

inspired by his childhood memories of the south london suburb of nunhead, where he was born. in 2007, he returned to the music scene
with a new beautiful south album, of thee i speak, which he said he spent the previous eight years writing, but with a new "age and

perspective" and inspired by the news of an impending recession.
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headnodders [sanctuary, 2006] the only headliners here are paul heaton and jacqui abbott. both are
great singers, and the album's three (yep, three) guys from the indie band she & him are good even

if they don't have much going on. in the place of the mad lads, who took part in the remarkably
sincere but ultimately futile and clueless young ones tour, here are singer richard barone, guitarist

dave hobbins and bass player phil king. they all seem to be coming from a genuinely pleasant space
that is light on the better-than-you-know-you-are lyrics and introspective. much of headnodders

focuses on a girl's growing up and her doubts about romance and adulthood, despite all the burning
desire to be swept away by a handsome man. the jaunty c*n & p cover of tears are falling, originally
by the english kinks, is a highlight of the set, but it's one of several excellent pop radio versions of
blues and rock songs. if it feels like a bit of a departure, it's because heaton has done so many pop

covers in the past, and there's certainly been no shortage of them on his solo albums. although it's a
bit of a history lesson, with a few surprises thrown in, it's still a very interesting one, and it's nice to
hear jack's big boogie finally get a decent showcase. a- while the title track is hot, the rest of this

album is the standard pop-rock from the sleeve. neither as strong as wait for the sun nor as terrible
as heaton's american moments of the same era (not even heaton's arguably good american

moments), this is an album that would be welcome on the afternoons of a lazy one-hit-wonder
band's summer playlist. b- 5ec8ef588b
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